Abstract-This paper proposes a robust whole-body control formulation for biped balance in disturbed conditions by manipulation tasks. In order to include the effects of the interaction of the robot with its environment, required by the manipulation task in the balance control, we introduce a distributed preview control which captures both balance and manipulation behaviors and enables the regulation of the interaction impedance. The initial ZMP preview control is extended to take into account the disturbance resulting from the manipulation task and the preview control of adaptive impedances used to drive the upperlimbs. The resulting behavior is illustrated in a simple scenario. Its aptitude to dynamically extract an optimal control strategy improving tracking performances of both manipulation and balance tasks is also assessed when complex perturbations have to be compensated.
I. INTRODUCTION
To achieve using a humanoid robot interaction tasks in complex and dynamic environments such as those proposed for instance in the DARPA challenge [1] , their control must be able to satisfy postural equilibrium while ensuring manipulation tasks to be performed under the best possible conditions. Maintaining the balance by the pressure of feet on the ground requires a reactive postural activity in response to disturbance. To optimize motor performances, the central nervous system in humans generates an Anticipatory Postural Adjustments (APA) thereby minimizing the effects of focal activity on postural balance. Conversely, motor activity related to the task adapts to constraints related to postural balance. The optimization of the overall performance implies a particular organization of the motor response with the aim to effectively coordinate the APAs and the focal activity [2] .
One might be tempted to translate these principles observed in humans to control whole-body movement coordination of humanoid robots under external perturbations. From a mechanical point of view, they can be seen as parallel coupled sub-systems (see Fig. 1 ). The upper-limbs can be considered as adjustable mechanical impedances connected to an under-actuated mechanical platform sustentated on the ground by unilateral joints in a dynamic equilibrium through the lower-limbs motions. Motions of these subsystems induce mutual perturbations [3] and their behavior is affected by the interaction dynamics. The control issue of these interacting sub-systems having coupled dynamics and decoupled constraints and objectives can be addressed using a distributed model predictive control (DMPC) technique [4] . Different frameworks for humanoid whole body motions control in multiple contact conditions have been proposed in a recent past using approaches basically relying on task prioritization [5] or ponderation [6] .
Preview control presents two major advantages: it prepares the system for oncoming disturbances and counteracts the delays in the reaction of the system and distributed preview control [7] is an alternative which offers a way to coordinate local control inputs of sub-systems using decoupled local objectives. Preview control has been widely used in the particular field of active vehicle suspension in the work of Bender [8] and can be found under more complex formulations for instance in the work of Nakamura et al. [9] for the control of redundant manipulators and even for biped locomotion.
Safe biped walking has indeed encountered several improvements in the early 2000s with a noticeable breakthrough from Kajita et al. [10] works on ZMP preview control. Computationally efficient methods to implement such control schemes can be derived for locomotion [11] and for wholebody motions [12] , [13] . Extreme scenarii such as clash avoidance failure requiring robust balance recovery served as a fruitful context for the derivation of stable controllers. Kanzaki et al. [14] introduced a disturbance preview control to generate bracing motions by controlling future center of mass (CoM) trajectory, online previewing mainly resulting from stereo-vision and off line information (impact condi-tions). Other possible formulations are shown in different control frameworks: Morisawa et al. [15] presented a disturbance suppression control law with external force feedback; Prahlad et al. [16] used ankles joints to compensate the resulting torque of an external push.
In this context the disturbance is not directly applied to the center of mass of the robot; a model of the behavior of the whole-system under external disturbance, and notably its impedance, is hence needed. The awareness of the impedant behavior of any mechanical system in interaction grew in the mid 80s, leading to impedance control laws [17] and optimal impedance definitions [18] , [19] in the operational space [20] . Predictive formulations [22] lead to unified controllers foreseeing changes in interaction dynamics and smoothly adjusting control inputs. Under this awareness this work proposes an approach to represent, adapt and preview the interaction of the robot with its environment in the manipulation task execution.
The approach presented in this work consists in developing a whole-body controller allowing for not only achieved biped balance but performant manipulation, through a distributed preview control formulation. Robust control laws may allow for successful task execution subject to unknown disturbances; however, accounting for known or preview-able behaviors is expected to bring a significant increase in the performance of this execution. The hypothesis of known disturbance profile is strong; nevertheless, in a wide variety of cases the external disturbance results from voluntarily interacting with the environment: a future disturbance profile can be estimated and, as the contact is being set up, force measurements at the effector can provide sufficient information to build an estimated preview profile. To assess the contribution of the formulation introduced in this work, the future disturbance is assumed to be fully known. This paper focuses on the simultaneous execution of two of the most generic tasks a humanoid robot can have to perform: manipulation and biped balance. The aim is hence at building distributed control laws accounting for known disturbances through their effect on the global system behavior; that is, the performance of the concurrent tasks executed. The subjection of the system is reduced in order to minimize or even take advantage of the effects of external disturbances by allowing the tuning of the tasks relevant parameters under a preview control scheme.
In this paper, the dynamic adaptation of the impedance manipulation is achieved along with the corresponding center of mass input to reduce the influence of the external disturbance in both balance and manipulation performance.
Contributions of this paper are:
• Inner and indirect accountancy of external disturbances resulting from manipulation in ZMP preview control through manipulation impedance.
• Definition of a task-oriented whole-body preview model coupling manipulation and balance controlled models and its performance evaluation function.
• Formulation of the corresponding extended controller optimizing the evaluation function by tuning relevant tasks parameters.
• Validation of the controllers through the simulation of highly disturbed scenarii.
II. ZMP PREVIEW CONTROL AND COM DISTURBANCE
Notations are first introduced through the recall of the ZMP preview control method, that is extended later to account for center of mass disturbances. Vectors and matrices are written in bold letters,ȧ denotes the time derivative of a and A T is the transpose of
is the ground plane.
A. ZMP Preview Control
The works of Kajita et al. as described in [10] can be synthesized with the following system behavior description
where x c is the Center of Mass (CoM) cartesian position, z c the height of the CoM, p the ZMP position in the ground plane, u = ∂ ∂tẍ c the balance task input, g the gravity acceleration and
We then aim at minimizing at each step k the objective function f written as follows
where e p (i) = ||p(i)−p ref (i)|| is the ZMP tracking error at step i and Q e , Q x and R are weights regulating the relative influence of the objective terms.
Wieber proposes in [11] to build the following hyperproblem by spreading Eqs. (1) and (2) . . .
where
that is rewritten, for the sake of simplicity,
Hence Kajita's objective function in Eq. (4), with Q x null, becomes
The pertinence of f as an objective function requiring Q e and R as positives, optimal horizon of inputû k at step k simply solves
from what we deducê
Previous works show that focusing on CoM behavior is sufficient to derive robust control laws ensuring safe biped balance. Therefore a formulation introducing external disturbances at the CoM level is first established, similar to Kajita's zero-moment point (ZMP) preview control, consisting in the tracking of a horizon of disturbed ZMP reference. Such a formulation can account for various types of disturbances, for instance acceleration variations occurring in vehicles.
B. Center of Mass disturbance
In the case of a disturbance F dis acting directly on the CoM of the robot, the ZMP problem can be rewritten Find p such that
where M is the total mass of the system, δ ≡ x c | xy − p z c − 0 and x c | xy the projection of x c in the ground plane. Eq. (2) now writes
and α dis 0
z are used to rewrite Eq. (6) as
and finally
Optimal horizon of solution CoM input followŝ
that can be interpreted as a derivate horizonp rd of disturbed ZMP reference.
A straightforward way to account for external disturbances acting directly on the CoM of the system in the ZMP Preview Control Method is introduced in this section. Hence, from a reduced approach of the controlled effector behavior, a way to deal with disturbances acting on the effector itself at the CoM level is proposed in the following section.
III. ZMP PREVIEW CONTROL WITH EQUIVALENT COM

DISTURBANCE
In this section a coupled reduced model describing both balance and manipulation behaviors is built. It is referred to as a previewer, task-oriented as it encapsulates the controlled whole-body dynamics. From this previewer transmitted external disturbance to the CoM can be extracted to build a disturbed controller similarly to the previous section. However the problem can be augmented to develop an extended controller tuning manipulation task parameters in order to achieve successful concurrent manipulation and balance in highly-disturbed contexts.
A. Preliminaries -Effector behavior
CoM disturbances only represent a limited variety of external actions. Indeed, high-value disturbances mainly come from -required or not -physical interaction with the environment, ie apply on a physical point. In the context of manipulation, this point is very likely to be the endeffector. This effector is the point where a manipulation task is described. In a position-control framework, an operational space control law of the following form is assumed
where x is the cartesian space position of the end-effector and K p , K d proportional and derivative gains, respectively.
In this framework, a LQP solver [6] computes the input joint torques τ cmd that providesq cmd such that the error
is minimized. In the joint space we write
and the disturbed dynamics writes, assuming no configuration change,
where H, N and G are respectively the mass and centrifugal/Coriolis matrices, G the gravity vector, J T cont , F cont and J T e , F ext the jacobian and efforts at the contacts with the ground and at the effector, respectively. Considering the main parts involved in the manipulation task, we isolate the partial mechanical system composed of the serial chain of bodies from the end-effector to an arbitrarily selected parent body (in this case, the chest), as shown as an example in Fig. 2 , subject to the dynamics 
while Eq. (19) is simply written in this problem
Theã notation denotes the selected subset of a due to the reduction of the problem dimensionality 1 . From these two previous equations we can derive the dynamics of the disturbance resulting from an external force at the end-effector
1 Note that, although the manipulation model is restricted to the upperbody dynamics, the control formulation providing input torques considers whole-body balance and manipulation.
and J † e is the dynamically consistent pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian of the end-effector. Eq. (23) describes dynamics that we can synthesize in the model shown in which encapsulates operationnal effects of the task execution error resulting from the external disturbance, and F imp = K e (x des − x) + C e (ẋ des −ẋ) + M eẍ des standing for virtual effector impedance describing the control law.
External disturbances can now be accounted for at the CoM level of consideration and henceforth the formulation of Sec. II-B can be used in a more generic way.
B. Coupled Behavior
The manipulation model is concatenated with the inverted pendulum one to build the complete model composed of the manipulation and balance models shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively, which relies on the decoupling hypothesis described in Fig. 5 . The transmission of external disturbance through the main mechanical chain involved in the manipulation task is described and the application of the resulting effort (that applies thoroughly to the rest of the body) is considered to occur at the center of mass of the robot (which is, of course, a non-physical point). The validity of this approximation decreases with high CoM accelerations, and a specific attention needs to hover the choice of the manipulation chain and of the dynamic parameters (mass, notably) involved in each description (upper/lower behavior). This model is described over a preview horizon in the way Kajita et al. previewed the inverted pendulum behavior. The 
while the CoM and ZMP positions remain described bŷ
where we express the CoM disturbance F dis as follows:
C. Disturbed controller: Natural disturbance absorption
We proceed precisely as described in Sec. II-B, except that CoM disturbance now implicitly accounts for external disturbance (cf Eq. (25)) and natural absorption by the manipulation task. The disturbance occurring at the hand level is hence indirectly accounted for at the CoM level, providing more precise insight of the behavior of the disturbance against the manipulation control execution. However, no other use than the extraction of relevant information is made of the consideration of the manipulation impedance. A1 will denote this formulation in the following sections. To take advantage of this consideration the possibility to adjust the impedance of the manipulation to adapt the whole-body dynamics to the disturbance is introduced in the following section.
D. Extended Controller: Controlled disturbance absorption
We propose to extend the optimization problem to the following, aiming at reducing the transmission of external disturbances by dynamically tuning the manipulation task gains along with the CoM control input. The problem becomes:
Find optimal (u j , K
and Q e , Q t , R, S and T are weights defining the relative influence between objective and regulating terms. The variables (u j , K Such an objective function simultaneously aims at minimizing the error on concurrent tasks execution while avoiding high changes in parameters. This extended controller is noted controller C2 in the following sections.
IV. SIMULATED RESULTS
We propose to assess the validity of the reduced model introduced in the previous sections through the simulation of a humanoid system exposed to a known external disturbance while performing both manipulation and balance tasks.
Simulated experiments are performed using ArborisPython [23] , an open-source dynamic simulator developed at ISIR with the Python programming language. The implementation of LQP relies on CVXOPT/CVXMOD, twofree Python packages dedicated to convex optimization [24] . The simulated robot is a rather accurate model of the iCub robot [25] , 38 degrees of freedom are simulated (32+6 floating joints to locate the root in space), and 4 contact points at each foot.
The simulated scene is shown in Fig. 6 : a controller governing the door joint applies a specific torque considered as known by the controller. The hand and the door are constrained by a spherical joint.
A. First scenario: single impact
The system is first exposed to the external disturbance shown on the left of Fig. 6 . The same scenario is launched three times with a different controller at each round:
• PD controller and original Kajita-Wieber Controller ("controller C0"), • PD controller and disturbed balance controller as described in Sec. III-C ("controller C1"), • PD controller and whole-body extended controller presented in Sec. III-D ("controller C2"). This simple scenario provides a way to illustrate and follow the incremental building of the extended solution through successive and additive gains in performance. 1) Safe balance: First of all, the consideration of the external disturbance in the balance task control leads to a significant increase in ZMP tracking performance, as shown in Fig. 7 : effects of the impact on the ZMP position is notably 2 reduced and allows the ZMP to stay within the sustentation hull, therefore ensuring stable balance. This gain in performance is not a direct consequence of the extension of the balance controller but of the enhanced balance controller. 2) Performant manipulation: Second, in a single impact context, a robust balance resulting from the manipulation task behavior and external disturbance consideration provides a gain in the manipulation task tracking of around 10% compared to the average-equivalent constant impedance controller C0 as Fig. 8 shows.
3) Impedance adaptation: The extended controller achieves the automatic extraction of a rather intuitive strategy ( Fig. 9 ): it keeps a high rigidity for the first instants of impact to avoid outrageous manipulation tracking error, softens the impedance while the impact strengthens, recovers a high rigidity during impact fading and finally reduces the impedance to allow for easier balance recovery as no disturbance is expected to interfere. 2 in the direction of the disturbance 
B. Second scenario: multiple impacts
We propose a second scenario to compare the three different controllers consisting in multiple impacts of different amplitudes (Fig. 10) . This simulation brings out wider insights into the contribution of such controllers. The consideration of transmitted disturbance seems to cause a slight improvement in terms of manipulation tracking in case of high value impact (cf Fig. 11 ), as the overall state of the robot 3 is noticeably (and fortunately) less disturbed when external disturbance is accounted for (Fig. 12) . Data of higher relevance in this study shows the contribution of the disturbed controller: we notice in Fig. 13 that the ZMP of the system stays within the ZMP reference bounds with such a controller, whereas Kajita's controller temporarily fails (in such conditions with R/Q e = 5.e −7 and a preview horizon of 1.5s) to hold the ZMP within the sustentation hull. The computational cost of controller C1 is not relevantly higher than for C0, as the dimensionality of the problem is not increased.
2) Gain-Controlled Manipulation task: This controller consists in finding an optimal horizon of manipulation task proportional gains and the corresponding optimal balance task input horizon in order to minimize tracking error on both tasks. A Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [26] with warmstart is used over the feasible (manipulation task) proportional gains space for which optimal balance input (using the disturbed controller) is computed at each vertex and performance is evaluated. This algorithm is a naive procedure allowing to compute a pseudo-optimal solution, and adds a significant computational cost to controller C1 (approx. x10). Although future works will focus on the solving of the augmented optimization problem, this algorithm provides sufficient insight in the contribution brought by controller C2.
Similarly to the disturbed controller, it allows to reduce the overall system disturbance and to maintain balance. However, chosen parameters Q t and Q e implicitly define an admissible tracking error, and henceforth a slight loss in manipulation tracking for the first (and lowest) perturbation is seen. As expected the obtained strategy of changes in proportional gain (Fig. 14) coupled to optimal input induces an automated regularization of both tracking tasks. It provides a robust manipulation, less dependent on the disturbance intensity as a noticeably lower discrepancy in the manipulation task is observed through impacts of different values, along with a tracking performance increase for strong impacts (cf Fig. 11) . No prior estimation of the manipulation task gain is needed, the coupled controller tuning it according to perceived disturbances and behavior preview. 
V. CONCLUSION
The obvious need for the accountancy of known disturbances in critical controllers such as balance controllers has been illustrated. While it can provide higher performance, we cannot ignore the concurrency of the different tasks a robot can perform as disturbances propagate through the whole-body dynamics, dynamics that are subject to controlled actuators. The consideration of the coupling between simultaneous tasks can provide not only information to recover from high disturbances but solutions to effectively use this coupling to take advantage of such disturbances. The introduction of a higher level extended controller shows indeed that control strategies can be extracted without costly planning or heuristic rules.
Efforts have been made to find ways to successfully perform several tasks simultaneously. Our effort is set to maximize the performance of this simultaneous execution: the main contribution of such a formulation is to go beyond the execution of a set of independent tasks to consider their effect on the robot dynamics and their behavior in disturbed condition as a whole.
We propose as future works the study of a different formulation: instead of controlling the apparent stiffness of the manipulating chain, we indirectly control internal forces by setting up new virtual objectives to the manipulation task. Such a formulation provides an algebraic resolution to the optimization problem though reducing the dimension of the controlled parameters set.
